Christ Church Charnock Richard Primary ‐ Progression in Written Subtraction

Stage 1

SStage 2

Stage 3

Children w
will subtract two numbers by taking on
ne away from
the other aand counting how m
many are left.

C
Children move on to
o using Base 10 equ
uipment alongside a
n
number track to sup
pport their develop
ping understanding of
ssubtraction.

Children continue
c
to use the Base 10 equipment to support
their calcu
ulations. They will record their own drawings of the
Base 10 eq
quipment, using lines for 10 rods and dots for the
unit blocks.

1
13 ‐ 4 = ?

Children are encouraged to d
develop a mental im
mage of the size
on as ‘take
of numberrs. They learn to thiink about subtractio
away’ in practical, real life sittuations.
n to record subtracttion number senten
nces such as
They begin
8 – 5 = 3.

1
13 cubes are lined u
up.
4 cubes are removeed from the end of the
t line leaving 9 leeft.
It is important that children keep trackk of how many havee
b
been removed.

39 ‐ 17 = ?
39 is draw
wn. 17 is crossed out.
A ring is drawn around what is left
to give thee answer giving 22.

37 – 19 = ?
37 is draw
wn.
TTouch count and remove the number to
t be taken away.
nnot be crossed out, so
9 units can
a ten is cro
ossed out and exch
hanged
for 10 onees which are in a line.
TTouch count to find
d the number that remains.
19 is crosssed out.
A ring is drawn around what is left
to give thee answer 18.

Stage 4A

SStage 4B

Stage 5

TThis stage involves eexchange.

This final stage
s
is the compacct method of
decompossition. The example
e shows how the
same calculation would be caarried out using thee
m
and the finaal method.
previous method
Stage 4B

It is clear that theree are not enough un
nits
tto subtract 6 from 1
1, so one of the tens
ffrom the 70 is exchaanged for 10 ones.
Children m
move from using thee Base 10 method to
t expanded
vertical meethod, using base 1
10 notation and arro
ow cards.
Children leearn to subtract thee least significant diigits first (start
with the numbers on the righ
ht and work from rigght to left).
The answeer to each individuaal subtraction is written
underneatth before these ansswers are recombin
ned.

TThe initial number 7
71 is rearranged as
6
60 and 11 to make tthe calculation
eeasier.
becomes
Stage 5
TThis would be recorrded by the children
n
aas:
p
and will con
ntinue to be
This is thee final stage of the process
used with larger numbers and numbers involvin
ng decimals.

